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Books received

Anaerobic Bacteriology. Clinical and Laboratory Practice.
3rd Edition. By A. TREVOR WILLIS. Pp. x + 360, hard
cover. Sevenoaks: The Butterworth Group, 1977. £10.00.

Epidemiology for Clinicians. By C. J. ROBERTS. Pp. 198, soft
cover. Tunbridge Wells: Pitman Medical, 1977. £3.50.

Gastroenterology: An Integrated Course. 2nd Edition. By
IAIN E. GILLESPIE and T. J. THOMSON. Pp. 294, soft cover,
illustrated. Edinburgh: Churchill Livingstone, 1977. £3.95.

Pathology of Ischaemic Heart Disease. By THEO CRAWFORD.
Pp. x + 170, hard cover, illustrated. Sevenoaks: The
Butterworth Group, 1977. £10.50.

Peripheral Manipulation. 2nd Edition. By G. D. MAITLAND.
Pp. 363, hard cover, illustrated. Sevenoaks: The Butter-
worth Group, 1977. £13.50.

Principles of Surgical Oncology. Edited by RONALD W.
RAVEN. Pp. x + 509, hard cover, illustrated. London:
Bailliere Tindall, 1977. £28.00.

Research in Medicine. Problems and Prospects. By Sir
ANDREW WATT KAY. Pp. xiii + 122, hard cover. London:
The Nuffield Provincial Hospitals Trust, 1977. £3.50.

Short Practice of Surgery. 17th Edition. By BAILEY and
LOVE. Revised by A. J. HARDING RAINS and H. DAVID
RITCHIE. Pp. xx + 1352, hard cover, illustrated. London:
H. K. Lewis, 1977. £17.50.

System of Orthopaedics and Fractures. 5th Edition. By A.
GRAHAM APLEY. Pp. x + 477, hard cover, illustrated.
Sevenoaks: The Butterworth Group, 1977. £15.95.

Book reviews

Applied Cardiovascular Physiology
By G. R. KELMAN. Second edition. Pp. ix + 321, hard
cover, illustrated. Sevenoaks: Newnes-Butterworths, 1977.
£12.50.

This is the second edition of a comprehensive book on
Clinically Applied Cardiovascular Physiology. The author
has particularly directed his book to be a companion to
Applied Respiratory Physiology which is particularly applic-
able to the field of anaesthetics. However, this book has a
much wider potential readership in the medical student-
membership candidate, or any doctor wishing to get a present
update on cardiovascular physiology. It has been written in
an easy-to-read style, with an ample and comprehensive
bibliography, and recommendations for further reading at
the end of each chapter. The basic function of the heart is
dealt with as are, in separate chapters, the control of the
peripheral circulation and the regulation of cardiac output.
Tissue blood flow and the pulmonary circulation are dealt
with in separate chapters, as is the cardio-vascular response to
exercise, before becoming more specialized in the relation-
ship of circulation to the effects of general anaesthesia.
Further chapters on heart failure, hypertension and haemor-
rhagic shock are also valuable. Also important is the chapter
on cardio-vascular measurements, giving many of the tech-
nical points of making accurate flow and volume measure-
ments as well as the theory behind these measurements.

This book is based on sound, firm, physiological principles
as one would expect from its author - a Professor of Human
Physiology; but in certain cases it suffers from a lack of firm
clinical application of the theoretical principles of physiology.
This is best shown in the chapter on regulation of cardiac
output, when considerable emphasis is given to the measure-
ment of a right atrial pressure to determine variations in
cardiac output. In many ways it is well recognized now that
the right atrial pressure is a poor mimic of left atrial pressure
in many diseased cardiac states and therefore cannot be
accurately used as a guide to the pre-load of the heart. Apart
from this minor reservation - that certain extrapolations to
the clinical situation are a little unsound - the reviewer finds
this a very readable and worth-while book.

It can be confidently recommended to the anaesthetist in
training, and indeed has a wider potential field of readership.

Cell, Tissue and Disease. The Basis of Pathology
By NEVILLE WOOLF. Pp. 248 + viii, soft cover, illustrated.
London: Bailliere Tindall, 1977. £2.95.

More and more medical schools are now introducing a short
pathology course into their pre-clinical period, but there has
been a paucity of suitable text books for such a course. The
present book fills that gap and is ideal for this purpose. It is a
compact volume of 248 pages, which is most important as
students will not just read another large book at this stage of
their career.

Diagrams to illustrate many points are an attractive
feature. For example, their use to understand the formation
of a tubercle is excellent. Throughout, an attempt is made to
correlate alterations in structure and the effects they produce.
This is most useful and holds the attention of students to a
far greater degree than just describing a change.
The first half of the book mostly describes various aspects

of inflammation, acute, chronic, granulomatous and viral;
included is a cogent short summary on allergy, immunity and
hypersensitivity.
The subjects are more varied in the second half, and include

thrombosis, embolism, infarction and a basic outline of
neoplasia.
A particularly good feature of this book is that when a

disease is mentioned - e.g. ulcerative colitis - a short
description of it is given.

Contact Lens Correction
By NORMAN BIER and GERALD E. LOWTHER. Pp. viii + 520,
hard cover, illustrated. Sevenoaks: Butterworths, 1977.
£29.50.

The need for a comprehensive book on contact lenses is
considerable for both ophthalmologists and optometrists and
this book has been very carefully researched and compiled.
The two authors, Norman Bier and Gerald Lowther are
optometrists expert in the field of contact lenses. Norman
Bier has spent almost all his working life concerned with
contact lenses in England and his co-author, Gerald Lowther,
similarly in the U.S.A. Their collaboration in producing
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